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1. Introduction
Explosiv e v olcanic eru ptions are severe natural phenomena that th reaten h u man life, infrastru ctu re, economics, agricu ltu re, etc. Pyroclastic materials, eruption
columns, and volcanic ash clouds are produced during the eruptions. The optical measurements, such as camera and satellite, have some limitations to detect volcanic
eruptions in cloudy or precipitation conditions. The weather radar is one of the key instruments for studying and monitoring volcano eruptions. Polarimetric radar
observations of volcanic eruptions provide us with valuable information on the kinematic and microphysical processes of the phenomena.
Purpose : To study the inner structure of the volcanic eruption columns and ash clouds under precipitation conditions using weather radar.
2. Data
 Analysis case :  29 Au gu st 2013 
 The volcanic eruptions are difficult to be observed in a cloudy and rainy days.
 T h e J apan Meteorological Agency cou ld not identify th e h eigh t of ash colu mn du e to th e clou ds ov er
th e v olcano.
Fig 1. Geographic map of Japan.
Fig 2. The locations of Sakurajima and MLIT X-band
operational polarimetric radar(TRM). The mark(■ )
indicates the radar site and Kagoshima city. The circle is
the observation radius of the radar.
Fig 3. The scan strategy of X-band
operational polarimetric radar.
4. Preliminary Results
<  Algorith m for 3-D  data >
Fig 4. Flowchart of the algorithm for
generating the higher spatio-
temporal resolution radar data.
3. Methods
Fig 5. Schematic illustration of the cross correlation method.
Fig 6. Schematic illustration of the interpolation method.
5. Summary
The results of preliminary analyses
sh ow th e th ree dimensional
dev elopment of volcanic ash columns
and precipitation.
1.The Sakuraj ima eruption was detected
by radar, which estimated th e eru ption
colu mn to be 4 000m h igh .
2.Radar was also able to detect the
precipitation system that moved over the
volcano. The 3-D analysis tools
rev ealedv th e
D
h rainfall
DD
rate
DD
and
DD
ech o
DD
h topv
h eigh t. The volcanic ash clouds were
merged with the precipitation system in
10 min after eruption.
3. T h e analyses of polarimetric radar
parameters, such as specific differential
phase and reflectivity, su ggest th e
possibility of
u
discriminating
h
ash
clou dsuu from precipitation ech oes.
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